
Competition Regulation of 2022 F.C.I. “World Cup”  

Racing Pigeon Professional Leagues 

Shandong Shunfeng Branch Race 

 

Host: Federation Colombophile Internationale 

Organizer: Chinese Racing Pigeon Association and Fujian 

Province Pingtan Comprehensive Experimental Zone 

Branch Race Organizer: Pingyin County Shunfeng Racing 

Pigeon Culture Communication Center   

Branch Race Judges From: Shandong Provincial Racing 

Pigeon Association 

 

A. Participation Conditions 

1. Any domestic or international fanciers who agree to 

voluntarily obey this regulation can sign up to be the member of 

the organizer for participating in this branch race. 

2. The members are supposed to sign up for the branch race with 

the real name(the detailed rules of participation name are listed 

in article F-5) 



3. The participating loft must be inside the administrative area of 

Ji'nan City. The air distance between the loft and the liberation 

places must meet the requirements for middle distance race 

regulated in Chinese Racing Pigeon Competition Rules(2019).   

 

B. Participation Conditions and Payment for Entry Fee 

1. The participating pigeon must wear a specialized ring of 

“World Cup” Racing Pigeon Professional Leagues(Shandong 

Shunfeng Branch Race). The specialized rings will be sold as 

groups. Each group contains 10 specialized rings and 

corresponding closing-type electronic rings. The same member 

who receives 10 specialized rings with continuous numbers has 

the qualification for Team Race. The members are able to 

receive the rings after the entry fee being fully paid. 

2. The entry fee for group A(including bonus) is RMB 40,500 

per group(10 participating pigeons, including the entry fee for 

group B as well). In each group, the rings numbered with No. 1 

and No. 6 in each group are specified rings for Four Races Ace 

Pigeon Elite Race, which requires extra RMB 5,000 for each. 

And there should be another two rings in each group 

participating the Three Races Ace Pigeon Elite Race which 



requires extra RMB 5,000 for each. The entry fee for group B is 

RMB 10,000 per group. 

3. Contact: +86 152 0666 7345 

4. The signing up will start from January 1, 2022 and end on 

April 31, 2022. The working time is from 9:00 to 16:00 

everyday. The detailed amount of specialized rings to be sold 

will be announced later. 

 

C. Competition Items, Time and Bonus Allocation: 

There are Qualification Race, Single Races, Ace Pigeon Race, 

Team Race, Best Coach Race, and Appoint Races. The bonus 

part in entry fee paid by fanciers(including the bonus of 

Qualification Race, Single Races, Ace Pigeon Race, Team Race, 

Best Coach Race, and Appoint Races) will be collected by the 

organizer on behalf of the host. The bonus will be allocated 

according to the regulation by the host. 

1.Qualification Race 

(1)Distance : 100KM (take the organizer location as the 

benchmark) 

(2)Weather Conditions: choose the sunny day or cloudy day to 



organize the races. And such weather should cover the whole 

homing route.  

(3)Basketing time: from Sept. 14 to 16, 2022. The concrete time 

will be announced 3 days in advance the race. 

(4)Other rules: all the participating pigeons need participate in 

the Qualification Race. The race will be ended at half an hour 

after the sunset on the liberation day. Fancier is supposed to take 

the arrived pigeons and clocks to the organizer after the end of 

race. Pigeons without competing in Qualification Race will lose 

the qualification for this branch race. 

 

2.Single Races 

(1) Races 

 Distance  Liberation Place  Liberation Date 

1st Race 480KM Huaibin County Oct. 11 

2nd Race 520KM Huaibin County Oct. 18 

3rd Race 500KM Huoqiu County  Oct. 25 

4th Race 500KM Huaibin County Nov. 1 

Basketing time of the First Race: Oct. 11 

Basketing time of the Second Race: Oct. 28 

Basketing time of the Third Race: Oct. 25 



Basketing time of the Fourth Race: Nov. 1 

NOTE: The participating fanciers are supposed to take the 

pigeons, clocks and testing rings to the organizer before 13 

o'clock on basketing day. There will be punishment of adding 

time on homing results if the fancier is late for basketing. It will 

be regarded as automatic waiver of qualification for this branch 

race. The pigeon without qualification should not be taken to the 

basketing place, otherwise the pigeon without qualification can 

not be taken back until the end of the race. 

(2) The Ranking Rules 

The rankings of each race will be ranked according to the 

average speed per minute. 

(3) The prize list and bonus allocation(top 3 pigeons will be 

awarded with trophies) 

Bonus RMB 1st Place 

 

2nd Place  3rd Place 4th - 10th Place 

1st Race 480KM 5,000 5,000 5,000 2,000 

2nd Race 520KM 5,000 5,000 5,000 2,000 

3rd Race 500KM 5,000 5,000 5,000 2,000 

4th Race 500KM 5,000 5,000 5,000 2,000 

 

3.Ace Pigeon Race 



(1) Four Races Ace Pigeon Race(Group A) 

①The race and awarding rules: 

The rankings will be ranked according to the average speed per 

minute(the total flying distance divided by total flying time) of 

four races. The pigeon with the better result in the Fourth Race 

will win when pigeons having the same average speed per 

minute. 

②Prize List and bonus allocation: Top 191 pigeons will be 

awarded. If more than 2600 specialized rings are sold, then 1 

more awarded place will be added to the prize list when every 

10 more rings sold. Top 10 pigeons will be awarded with 

trophies. 

1st Place RMB 200,000 

2nd Place RMB 120,000 

3rd Place RMB 80,000 

4th - 10th Place RMB 30,000 

11th - 191st Place RMB 10,000 

(2) Four Races Ace Pigeon Race - Senior (Group A) 

①The race and awarding rules: 



The rankings will be ranked according to the average speed per 

minute(the total flying distance divided by total flying time) of 

four races. The pigeon with the better result in the Fourth Race 

will win when pigeons having the same average speed per 

minute. This is the race for pigeons wearing the rings numbered 

with No.1 and No.6. 

②Prize List and bonus allocation: Top 17 pigeons will be 

awarded. If more than 2600 specialized rings are sold, then 1 

more awarded place will be added to the prize list when every 

100 more rings sold. Top 2 pigeons will be awarded with 

trophies. 

1st Place RMB 800,000 

2nd Place RMB 400,000 

3rd Place RMB 200,000 

4th - 15th Place RMB 100,000 

(3) Three Races Ace Pigeon Race - Senior (Group A) 

①The race and awarding rules: 

The rankings will be ranked according to the average speed per 

minute(the total flying distance divided by total flying time) of 

the first three races. The pigeon with the better result in the 



Third Race will win when pigeons having the same average 

speed per minute.  

②Prize List and bonus allocation: Top 17 pigeons will be 

awarded. If more than 2600 specialized rings are sold, then 1 

more awarded place will be added to the prize list when every 

100 more rings sold. Top 2 pigeons will be awarded with 

trophies. 

1st Place RMB 800,000 

2nd Place RMB 400,000 

3rd Place RMB 200,000 

4th - 15th Place RMB 100,000 

(4) Four Races Ace Pigeon Race (Group B) 

①The race and awarding rules: 

The rankings will be ranked according to the average speed per 

minute(the total flying distance divided by total flying time) of 

four races. The pigeon with the better result in the Fourth Race 

will win when pigeons having the same average speed per 

minute.  

②Prize List and bonus allocation: Top 290 pigeons will be 

awarded. If more than 3000 specialized rings are sold, then 1 



more awarded place will be added to the prize list when every 

10 more rings sold.  

1st Place RMB 20,000 

2nd Place RMB 20,000 

3rd Place RMB 20,000 

4th - 10th Place RMB 20,000 

11th - 290th Place RMB 10,000 

 

4.Team Race(Group A) 

(1)The race and awarding rules: the members with qualification 

for the Team Race are supposed to make the participating team 

with 10 pigeons with continuously numbered rings. The team 

which has more pigeons in prize list of Four Races Ace Pigeon 

Race wins. If there are teams having the same quantity of 

awarded pigeons, then it will be compared by the best pigeons’ 

rankings of each team.  

(2)The prize list and bonus allocation 

Top 3 teams will be awarded with RMB 10,000 and trophies for 

each. 



 

5.Best Coach Race 

(1)The race and awarding rules: The loft which has more 

pigeons in prize list of Four Races Ace Pigeon Race wins. If 

there are lofts having the same quantity of awarded pigeons, 

then it will be compared by the best pigeons’ ranking of each 

loft. 

(2)The prize list and bonus allocation 

Top 3 lofts(coaches) will be awarded with RMB 10,000 for 

each. 

 

6.Appoint Races  

The detailed rules of Appoint Races and Foster Team Race are 

listed in the Branch Race Regulation of Chinese Version 

(including the calculation, prize list and bonus allocation, etc). 

Please contact the branch race organizer or Chinese Racing 

Pigeon Association for help if there are any questions. 

 

7.Time of payment and registration 

(1) Entry fee: the participating fancier is supposed to fully pay 



the Entry fee when receiving the specialized rings. 

(2) Pigeon registration: in order to keep the fairness and 

strictness of this branch race, the two-times registration will be 

adopted. 

①The first registration. All of the participating pigeons should 

be registered at the branch race organizer with stamping, 

photographing before the moult of the first main feather. The 

fancier should immediately notify the branch race organizer for 

record if the pigeon dies after the first registration. And then the 

same process is needed to be supplemented within the regulated 

period. The first registration should be finished before 16:00 on 

July 30, 2022. The working time is 9:00-16:00 every Monday, 

Wednesday and Friday.  

②The second registration: August 1, 2022 

③Registration Address: Shandong Shunfeng Racing Pigeon 

Club.  

a. Registration process: stamping, photographing, recording, 

paying entry fee and getting clocks.  

b. Pigeon without two-time registration will lose the 

qualification for the branch race.  



c. After all of the registration process, the stamp will be broken 

in public. 

 

D. The point of F.C.I. “World Cup” Racing Pigeon 

Professional Leagues 

All of the participants can win annual points and be ranked in 

the Leagues Ranking according to the regulation of F.C.I. 

“World Cup” Racing Pigeon Professional Leagues. The details 

can be checked on CRPA official website(www.crpa.cn). 

 

E. Competition Rules 

1. The branch race will be organized strictly according to the 

regulations of “Chinese Racing Pigeon Competition 

Rules(2019)” and “Management Regulations of F.C.I. ‘World 

Cup’ Racing Pigeon Professional Leagues(Trial Version)”. 

2. All of the chief judges of each race will be appointed by 

CRPA. All of works of basketing, scanning, liberating, loft 

checking and pigeon checking will be executed by judges team 

appointed by Shandong Provincial Racing Pigeon Association. 

3. There will be an arbitration committee of this branch race. 



The member list of arbitration committee will be announced 

before the First Race. If any disputes appear during the races, 

participating fanciers can apply for arbitration in written form to 

arbitration committee within regulated period.  

4. Clocking equipment: 

5. Detailed rules of each race: 

(1) The races will be organized every 7 days. If the previous 

race is postponed, the next race should be postponed 

accordingly.  

(2) The fragile stickers will be used in all races. If the sticker is 

not intact, the pigeon’s result will be cancelled. 

(3) The weather conditions of liberation of the First Race will be 

executed according to the “Chinese Racing Pigeon Competition 

Rules(2019)”. If the weather fails to meet the requirements at 

the liberation place, it is supposed to be decided whether to 

postpone the race after the discussion between the judge team 

and the organizer. If the First Race is postponed, the later three 

races will be postponed accordingly.  

①Homing Clocking Regulations  

The ending time will be calculated as the flying speed per 



minute of 450 meters per minute. The pigeons which can not 

meet the above requirements will lose the qualification for the 

later races. The clock will stop timing at half an hour after the 

sunset on liberation day while it will be restarted at half an hour 

before the next sunrise. 

②Special Regulations  

(a)If there are less than 80(including 80) pigeons back within 

valid homing period, the branch race will be ended. The bonus 

of the single race will be allocated according to the rankings of 

the single race, while all rest of bonus will be averaged by 

awarded pigeons or all participating pigeons in basketing list.  

(b)If there is no pigeon back within valid homing period, the 

branch race will be ended and the entry fee will be fully paid 

back or the bonus will be averaged by all participating pigeons 

in basketing list of the First Race.  

(c)If there are more than 80 pigeons back within valid period, 

the branch race will be continued.  

 

(4) The liberation weather conditions of the Second Race will be 

executed according to the “Chinese Racing Pigeon Competition 

Rules(2019)”. If the weather fails to meet the requirements at 



the liberation place, it is supposed to be decided whether to 

postpone the race after the discussion between the judge team 

and the organizer. 

①Homing Clocking Regulations  

The ending time will be calculated as the flying speed per 

minute of 450 meters per minute. The pigeons which can not 

meet the above requirements will lose the qualification for the 

later races. The clock will stop timing at half an hour after the 

sunset on liberation day while it will be restarted at half an hour 

before the next sunrise. 

②Special Regulations  

(a)If there are less than 80(including 80) pigeons back within 

valid homing period, the branch race will be ended. The bonus 

of single race will be allocated according to the rankings of the 

single race, the bonus of Ace Pigeon Race and Team Race will 

be allocated according to the comprehensive results of the first 

two races, while all rest of bonus will be averaged by awarded 

pigeons or all participating pigeons in basketing list of the 

Second Race.  

(b)If there is no pigeon back within valid homing period, the 

branch race will be ended and all rest of bonus will be averaged 



by all participating pigeons in basketing list of the Second Race.  

(c)If there are more than 80 pigeons back within valid period, 

the branch race will be continued.  

 

(5) The weather conditions of liberation of the Third Race will 

be executed according to the “Chinese Racing Pigeon 

Competition Rules(2019)”. If the weather fails to meet the 

requirements at the liberation place, it is supposed to be decided 

whether to postpone the race after the discussion between the 

judge team and the organizer. 

①Homing Clocking Regulations  

The ending time will be calculated as the flying speed per 

minute of 450 meters per minute. The pigeons which can not 

meet the above requirements will lose the qualification for the 

later races. The clock will stop timing at half an hour after the 

sunset on liberation day while it will be restarted at half an hour 

before the next sunrise. 

②Special Regulations  

(a)If there are less than 80(including 80) pigeons back within 

valid homing period, the branch race will be ended. The bonus 



of single race will be allocated according to the rankings of the 

single race, the bonus of Ace Pigeon Race and Team Race will 

be allocated according to the comprehensive results of the first 

three races, while all rest of bonus will be averaged by awarded 

pigeons or all participating pigeons in basketing list of the Third 

Race.  

(b)If there is no pigeon back within valid homing period, the 

branch race will be ended and all rest of bonus will be averaged 

by all participating pigeons in basketing list of the Third Race.  

(c)If there are more than 80 pigeons back within valid period, 

the branch race will be continued.  

 

(6) The weather conditions of liberation of the Fourth Race will 

be executed according to the “Chinese Racing Pigeon 

Competition Rules(2019)”. If the weather fails to meet the 

requirements at the liberation place, it is supposed to be decided 

whether to postpone the race after the discussion between the 

judge team and the organizer. 

①Homing Clocking Regulations  

The homing period will be ended at half an hour after the sunset 

on liberation day.  



②Special Regulations  

(a)If there are less than 50(including 50) pigeons back within 

valid homing period, the bonus of Ace Pigeon Race, Team Race 

will be allocated according to the comprehensive results of the 

four races. The bonus of single race will be allocated according 

to the results of the single race. All rest of bonus will be 

averaged by all participating pigeons in basketing list of the 

Fourth Race. If there are more than 50 pigeons back but it fails 

to fulfill the prize list of Ace Pigeon Race, the bonus of Ace 

Pigeon Race and Team Race will be allocated according to the 

comprehensive results of four races and all rest of bonus will be 

averaged by awarded pigeons. 

(b)If there is no pigeon back within valid homing period, the 

bonus of single race will be allocated according to the result of 

the Third Race, and the bonus of Ace Pigeon Race and Team 

Race will be allocated according to comprehensive results of the 

first three races.  

6. Other Rules 

(1) From August 1, 2022 to the end of the branch race, all 

participating fanciers are supposed to use electronic scanning 

clocks(with the automatic location function on) every day. All 



participating pigeons data scanned should be uploaded to the 

organizer. The branch race organizer will arrange irregular 

on-the-spot inspection. All participating fanciers are supposed to 

cooperate with the inspection.  

(2) The organizer will not take any responsibilities of 

compensation if pigeon gets hurt or dies due to unforeseen 

situations like fire or car accident during the transportation. 

(3) If the ring worn by pigeon is out of shape, or the pigeon’s leg 

with ring gets hurt or looks aberrant, the pigeon’s qualification 

for the branch race will be cancelled. 

(4) If the fake specialized ring is found during the branch race, it 

should be submitted to the judges for confirmation and solution. 

The fancier is supposed to notify the organizer immediately if 

the ring is damaged by non-human reasons. If it is judged that 

the damage is caused by human reasons, the results will be 

cancelled. 

(5) Basketing Time and Address: 

Basketing time of the First Race: Oct. 11 Wednesday  

Basketing time of the Second Race: Oct. 28 Wednesday 

Basketing time of the Third Race: Oct. 25 Wednesday 



Basketing time of the Fourth Race: Nov. 1 Wednesday 

NOTE: The participating fanciers are supposed to take the 

pigeons, clocks and testing rings to the organizer before 13 

o'clock on basketing day. There will be punishment of adding 

time on homing results if the fancier is late for basketing. It will 

be regarded as automatic waiver of qualification for this branch 

race. The pigeon without qualification should not be taken to the 

basketing place, otherwise the pigeon without qualification can 

not be taken back until the end of the race. 

Basketing Address: Shandong Shunfeng Racing Pigeon Club 

 

F. Other Regulations 

1.All participating members shall strictly abide by the relevant 

national laws and regulations during the competition. Any 

organization or individual is strictly prohibited to engage in 

gambling activities by taking advantage of this competition. 

2.The specialized rings will not be returned or changed after 

sold, no matter with any reasons. 

3.In case of the failure of fully paying entry fee due to any 

irresistible causes, the organizer will take no responsibility for 



the unpaid part of entry fee.  

4.In case of the races which require payment by installments, the 

fanciers are supposed to take the responsibilities and fully pay 

the entry fee if the pigeons get lost or died before the race. No 

substitution is permitted. If the entry fee is not fully paid, the 

organizer will have the right to cancel the fancier' s qualification 

and the paid entry fee will not be paid back. 

5.The detailed rules of real name registration: 

(1) The participants are supposed to sign up with the real name, 

otherwise the qualification will be cancelled. 

(2) The participation name used for timing clock are limited 

within 30 English characters (15 Chinese characters). 

(3) The participation name should be consisted of “loft name(or 

either unit name or actual participant name)” plus “real name”. 

It is supposed to provide at least one ID card information and 

one corresponding bank card information. 

(4) The participant who is not registered with real name will 

have no qualification for getting bonus. 

(5) If the pigeon which is owned by multiple participant wins 

the bonus, it is supposed to provide the authorization letter for 



the person who receive the bonus and bank card information for 

recording. 

(6) If the participant needs change the participation name, it is 

supposed to submit the application from the announcement of 

sealing rings to 3 days before the basketing of Qualification 

Race, otherwise the application will be rejected. 

6.If the electronic ring or clocking equipment is found damaged 

by human causes, the participation’s qualification for the branch 

race will be cancelled. 

7.There should not be any hidden tags, cutting feathers or other 

situations. Once found, the participant’s qualification for the 

branch race will be cancelled. 

8.The fanciers are supposed to unconditionally accept the 

irregular sampling inspection. The fancier who refuses the 

inspection will lose the qualification.  

9.In case of force majeure such as severe epidemic or national 

policies, the branch race will be stopped according to the 

national regulations. The branch race will be postponed. 

10.There will be an arbitration committee of this branch race. If 

any disputes appear during the races, participating fanciers can 

apply for arbitration. The organizer will execute the arbitration 



results.  

11.The organizer provides the services of recommending foster 

lofts.  

12.The right of final interpretation of this branch race belongs to 

Pingyin County Shunfeng Racing Pigeon Center.  


